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Two Organs Sound Together 
The Australian Organist Joseph Nolan gripped the audience in Gackenbach with works by Widor. 

By Willibald Schenk 

 
Gackenbach.  Joseph Nolan, Director of Music and Organist at St George’s Cathedral in Perth in Australia, 
used his second guest-appearance at the Gackenbach Organ Concerts to showcase the French composer Charles-
Marie Widor (1844-1937) with two significant works. 

It is telling that famous world-class organists flock to the small church in the Buchfinkenland for their 
performances.  They are drawn here because this church’s organ consists of two remarkable instruments: from 
the console of the historic Nelson-Organ they can also control the Göckel-Organ.  The former (from Durham, 
England) is known as one of the most expressive examples of the romantic sound, and is beautifully 
complemented by the latter instrument, built in 1998-99 in the style of the great choir organs of Aristide 
Cavaillé-Coll (France). 

When both organs sound together, one is captivated by a unique aural experience.  This may well be the reason 
for the international organ fraternity’s interest in these rare instruments.  Ralf Czerwick, organiser [of the 
festival] and church musician at the Roman-Catholic parish of St. Bartholomew, Gackenbach, reports that 
famous international organists regularly ring him to ask if they can play on the special double-instrument.  So 
too did Joseph Nolan from Britain, formerly organist at Buckingham Palace, who had already visited 
Gackenbach last year.  This was reflected in his popularity with the audience, who found in his playing a rarely 
experienced virtuosity and beauty on the queen of the instruments. 

The programme showcasing the multi-faceted work of Widor consisted of the 6th Organ Symphony in G-minor, 
Op.42 No.2 and, after a short interval, the 5th Organ Symphony in F-minor, Op.42 No.1.  These are two 
masterpieces with highly demanding sections in the total design of both works.  The most effective is the F-
minor Symphony, in particular because of its final movement, a toccata marked ‘Allegro’.  However, in Joseph 
Nolan’s virtuosic performance it was more like a ‘Vivace’.  This had a big impact on the listeners. Both 
symphonies contained striking passages, as well as precise polyphonic play.  At the same time, the slow 
movements, such as the Adagio in the 6th Symphony, stood out with a colour-oriented registration according to 
the French pattern.  

The maestro’s playing at the console was brilliant in every movement.  He is a “subtle musician”, as an English 
professional journal called him recently.  One could clearly see this in Gackenbach, where he was able to 
display his art in subtle and expressive textures.  In particular the Organ Symphony in F-minor delivered an 
enormous impact towards the end, which was clearly a first in this church. 

After the Toccata the audience was united in standing ovations while the intoxicating sounds of the Symphony 
faded away.  An encore of this final movement was certain.  This was certainly not Joseph Nolan’s last visit to 
the small parish church, which is therefore becoming the more significant in the history of organ music.  We 
should be glad about this! 

Translated from the German original, to be found online here: 

http://www.fnp.de/nnp/region/lokales/limburg-lahn/zwei-orgeln-erklingen-
gemeinsam_rmn01.c.9242269.de.html#init 
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